To Whom It May Concern,
I am very happy to be writing this letter of recommendation to endorse Mr. Dylan Lepore.
I have known Dylan for three years and he is, without a doubt, one of the best students that I have
taught during my teaching career. He is intelligent, ethical, responsible, talented, mature, reliable,
always prepared, and incredibly hard-working. Dylan was a student in my Digital Imaging, Web
Production, and Digital Training Tools courses at Radford University. Not only was he an amazing
student but he also contributed an incredible amount of support and information to his classmates.
Words cannot express how wonderful it is to have had such an excellent student in my classes.
Dylan has also functioned successfully as the Editor and Chief, staff writer, and photographer for the
Tartan which is the premier student newspaper for the student body of Radford University. Not only did
he set a wonderful example for incoming students but he also successfully recruited and mentored
many other incoming students to work with the Tartan.
Additionally, Dylan has a plethora of rare skills that are in high demand in the current workforce. He has
expertise in many technical areas. One of his primary skills that I can attest to is his web development
and social media skills. I personally assessed and evaluated many of Dylan’s projects and his skills some
of the best that I have seen. Not only is he a wonderful learner but he is a true professional and a highlevel practitioner. I cannot say enough regarding Dylan’s capabilities and character.
Again, it is without hesitation that I give Mr. Dylan Lepore my highest recommendation. I have complete
faith in his abilities and potential as an employee, consultant, or manager. I would not hesitate to hire
Dylan if I were a potential employer. Please contact me with any additional questions that you may have
regarding Mr. Dylan Lepore.
Sincerely,

Samuel R. Jennings, Ph.D.
School of Communication
Radford University
Sjennings15@radford.edu
(540)-691-7220

